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Abstract

The complexities of scaling have long presented challenges in applying small-scale test results 
of geocell-reinforced footings to field conditions in geosynthetic engineering. There has been 
no research that thoroughly examines the scaling of both geometry and material stiffness in 
geocell-reinforced footing systems although limited studies have attempted to scale geocells 
using alternative materials with lower strength, such as simile paper, non-woven geotextile etc. 
Therefore, this is a leading study to address the complexities of scaling using 3D-printing 
technology, where both geometry and tensile stiffness of geocell were accurately scaled using 
scaling laws. In the present study, the impact of scaling on the performance of strip footings 
reinforced with both traditional fabricated and 3D-printed geocells in terms of pressure-
settlement response and improvement factors were assessed. The results indicated that 3D-
printed geocells offered significant advantages in customization and rapid prototyping of field 
scale. Specifically, the strip footings reinforced with fabricated geocells showed up to 65% 
higher improvement factors in both loose and dense soils compared to those using the scaled 
3D-printed geocells. Furthermore, the footings reinforced with scaled geocells using 3D-
printing technologies closely aligned with existing large-scale test results regarding 
improvement factors, which were further validated through various numerical analyses. These 
findings offer new perspectives for optimizing and applying 3D-printed geocells in 
geotechnical engineering and address the longstanding challenge of scaling geocell-
reinforcement systems in small-scale model tests.

Keywords: Geocell-reinforced footings, 3D-printed geocells, Strip footings, Centric and 
eccentric loading, PLAXIS 3D, Scale effect

 

1. Introduction

The role of geocells in enhancing soil structures has emerged as a crucial topic in sustainable 
construction and advanced infrastructure development. The geocell, a honeycomb structure, 
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effectively improves the mechanical properties of soils, which leads to an increase in the 
bearing capacity of the footings and a reduction in their settlements. This enhancement is 
achieved by confining the lateral movement of the soil particles, distributing the footing 
pressure over a larger area and increasing friction between soil particles and the geocell wall 
surface. The challenge of scaling, specifically on the imprecise extrapolation of results from 
laboratory model tests to prototype or large-scale field applications, remains a major obstacle 
to fully understanding the behavior and improvement effects of geocell reinforced footing 
systems despite these advantages of geocells [1].

In geocell-reinforced footing systems, small-scale laboratory tests are generally favored over 
large-scale modeling due to their ability to facilitate rapid testing and parametric studies, 
thereby identifying key factors that influence the behavior of the systems. However, the results 
obtained from the laboratory model tests may differ from those gathered in large-scale 
experiments due to the scale effect [2-10]. Dimensional analysis, which is based on scale law 
and used for small-scale models, is preferred to predict the performance of the prototype 
geosynthetic reinforced footing in field conditions [11-20]. However, a limitation arises when 
using conventional commercial geocells in the experimental studies. Due to performed 
dimensional analysis, these geocells can inadvertently represent materials with exceptionally 
high tensile strength that are not available in practical field applications.

Scaling down the geometrical dimensions of each constituent element is essential when 
conducting model tests. However, according to established similarity law, merely adjusting the 
dimensions is not sufficient; it is equally important to modify the material properties, such as 
tensile strength and stiffness [6-8,13,14,21]. Recent research and guidelines on geocells 
highlight that the properties of raw material and geometry strongly influence their 
reinforcement effectiveness [1,22,23]. Correspondingly, key material parameters include 
elastic stiffness and resistance to permanent deformation [1]. Therefore, scaling both the 
material properties and geometry should be considered when investigating geocell-reinforced 
systems in model tests. Although several studies have attempted to scale geocells using 
alternative materials with lower strength, such as simile paper, India paper, non-woven 
geotextile etc. [24,25], there has been no research that thoroughly examines both geometry and 
material modulus in geocell-reinforced footing systems.

The emergence of 3D-printing in the mid-1980s marked a groundbreaking technological 
revolution. The advent of 3D-printing technology has significantly impacted geotechnical 
engineering by enabling the fast development and customization of geosynthetic materials. 
Recently, 3D-printing has also been adopted in geosynthetic research for simulating prototype 
behavior. Stathas et al. [26] investigated to preparation of model geogrids with properly scaled 
geometry and tensile behavior for small-scale laboratory tests. Arab et al. [27] explored the 
impact of various parameters on improvement factors using bio-inspired 3D-printed 
honeycomb geogrids in model tests. Their study optimized the geogrid design, achieving 
significant enhancements in the bearing capacity of the soil under examination. Research by 
Zhang et al. [28] demonstrated the innovative use of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) 3D-printed 
geogrids for both reinforcement and deformation monitoring in road subgrades over karst caves, 
offering valuable insights for tackling complex geotechnical challenges in road construction 
within karst regions. Zeng et al. [29] investigated the cyclic shear interaction of coarse-grained 
soil with 3D-printed stereoscopic geogrid material. They observed that 3D-printed stereoscopic 
geogrid significantly improves the cyclic shear interface strength of coarse-grained soil than 
traditional commercial planar geogrid. However, to the best of the author's knowledge, limited 
studies have been conducted on the application of 3D-printed geocells for scaling purposes.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/bragg-gratings
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The primary objective of this study is to address the challenge of scaling in the context of 
reinforced strip footings with 3D-printed geocells. To achieve this, scaled geocell models were 
first produced using 3D-printing technology, where both geometry and model tensile stiffness 
were accurately scaled using scaling laws. Subsequently, small-scale tests were conducted to 
assess the performance of footings reinforced with traditional fabricated and 3D-printed 
geocells, focusing especially on footing pressure-settlement characteristics and improvement 
factors. Three dimensional numerical analyses were also performed to validate the small-scale 
experimental results and simulate corresponding large-scale or prototype scenarios. This 
approach broadens the scope of this study from precisely scaled laboratory tests to exploring 
the potential implications of these models in field conditions, considering unexpected 
influential parameters. This research is expected to advance the geocell field by scaling geocell 
materials, allowing model experiments to represent in field applications more accurately.

2. Dimensionless analysis and scale factor

Small-scale laboratory tests are generally preferred over large-scale modeling because they 
allow numerous tests to be conducted quickly and facilitate parametric studies identifying the 
key factors affecting behavior [6]. However, the scaled model test results may differ from those 
gathered in large-scale experiments due to the scale effect. In small-scale models, dimensional 
analysis and scale law can be thoroughly examined to mitigate the scale effect and to predict 
the performance of the prototype. For instance, a basic dimensional analysis can be undertaken 
here to interpret the results of model tests in terms of prototype results. The principal parameters 
dominating the behavior of geocell-reinforced systems can be taken as:

𝑓 𝐵,𝐿,𝛾, 𝐸𝑠, 𝑒, ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑏,𝑏𝑔, ∅, 𝐺   (1)

where f is a function of the systems, B represents the width of the footing, L is the length of the 
footing, ɤ is the unit weight of the soil or footing, Es is the secant tensile stiffness of geocell 
material, e stands for eccentricity, h is the height of geocell, u is the embedment depth of 
geocell, b is the width of geocell layer, bg is the pocket width of geocell, ∅ is the internal friction 
angle of soil and G is the shear modulus of soil. 

The Buckingham [30] π dimensionless parameters can be expressed as π1, π2, π3, ..., π9 
based on Langhaar’s [11] theory. The independent variables obtained from the dimensional 
analysis within the function g are as follows:

𝑔(𝜋1,𝜋2,𝜋3,…𝜋9) = 𝐿
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The scale factor (n) can be calculated using Eq. (3), which compares the geometries of the 
model and the prototype: 
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where subscript p and m stand for prototype and model, respectively. Buckingham’s [30] 
dimensionless parameters must be equal in both the prototype and the model. Assuming that 
the unit weights (γ), Poisson’s ratio (𝜐) and internal friction angle (ϕ) of the soils in the model 
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and prototype are the consistent between the model and prototype – an assumption supported 
by the findings of Sireesh et al. [31] – the ratio of elastic and shear modulus of the soil between 
the model and prototype can be expressed as follows:

(𝜋8)𝑚 = (𝜋8)𝑝⇒ 
𝐺𝑚
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and if

(π2)m = (π2)p⇒
Esmγm

Gm2 =
Espγp

Gp2 ⇒
Esm

Esp
=

Gm
2

Gp2 = 1
n2               (5)

where, E represents modulus of the soil.

According to Eq. (5), it is crucial to ensure that the tensile stiffness of the geocell in model 
tests is n2 times lower than that of its large-scale prototype to avoid overestimating the 
improvement effect, as previously mentioned by several researchers [12,13,21,25,32-35]. 
However, even with rigorous dimensional analysis, there is a notable limitation when using 
conventional geocells in small-scale experiments. The geocell utilized in small-scale 
experiments often simulate prototype materials with exceptionally high tensile strength and 
secant stiffness, which are not used in real-world applications. As a result, the small-scale tests 
may significantly overestimate the effectiveness of geocells in enhancing footing systems. 

In the present study, 3D-printed geocells scaled by a factor (n) of 3 were utilized to address 
these challenges mentioned in above paragraphs and provide a more accurate representation of 
field conditions in model tests. The scaling method used in this study was designed to represent 
prototype structures that are threefold larger geometrically (n=3) and ninefold (n=32) greater in 
secant tensile stiffness of geocell compared to their corresponding model tests. For example, a 
model test with a foundation width (B) of 100 mm and reinforced with a geocell having a secant 
tensile stiffness of 50 kN/m would correspond to a prototype structure, such as the foundation 
of a strip footing or a retaining wall, with a width of 300 mm (B = 100 mm x 3) and reinforced 
with a geocell having a secant tensile stiffness of 450 kN/m (Es=50 kN/m x 9). 

3. Model geocell and 3D-printing

3.1. 3D-printer and filament selection 

A commercially available 3D-printer was used to produce scaled geocell models in terms of 
both geometry and material properties, aiming to represent the behavior of prototype fabricated 
geocell systems. The printer has a print volume of 220 x 220 x 250 mm, a single 0.4 mm nozzle, 
1.75 mm filament size and a maximum print speed of 180 mm/s. It feasibly works with a wide 
range of available filaments, including polylactic acid (PLA), acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
(ABS), polyethylene terephthalate (PETG), and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). Prior to 
initiating the 3D printing process, preliminary studies were conducted to understand the 
capabilities of each filament and to determine the best way to simulate the behavior of the 
prototype. All filaments, except for TPU, exhibited higher strength and lower strain at break 
than the fabricated geocells under tensile tests, indicating brittle characteristics. Conversely, 
TPU specimens displayed smooth and incremental increases in strength with elongation at 
lower levels, closely matching the behavior of fabricated HDPE geocells, yet exhibiting lower 
values. This difference in behavior was particularly relevant to our study objectives, which 
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focused on the scaling of geocell materials. Consequently, further studies focused on TPU, the 
filament with the lowest commercially available tensile strength.

3.2. Tensile strength/stiffness of model geocells

Laboratory loading tests reveal that the modulus of elasticity of the geocell is a paramount 
factor influencing the behavior of geocell-reinforced foundations [1,36]. Specifically, a higher 
elastic modulus in the cellular structural element correlates with increased bearing capacity and 
system rigidity [22,23,25,37]. Researchers have used various index tests to analyze the stress-
strain characteristics of geocells as reinforcement elements. ASTM D4595-17 [38] used by 
Refs. [39,40] and ASTM D6637-11 [41] used by Refs. [42-45] for geogrid-based geocells and 
ASTM D4884-09 [46] used by Ref. [45] for bodkin joints were used to examine the mechanical 
properties of geocells. Additional standards [47-49] were applied to analyze the mechanical 
properties of both commercially or hand-made geocells [10,24,50-53].

The reinforcement element may undergo tensile failure due to uneven loading or excessive 
deformation under footing loading [54-55]. Therefore, in this study, the cell-wall tensile 
stiffness and strengths according to ISO 527 [56] (dog-bone) and ISO 10319 [57] (wide-width) 
have been conducted to assess the strength characteristics of the geocell when considering 
evaluating proper scaling. These tests can be used to investigate the performance of a 3D-
printed model geocell compared to a prototype for the potential failure modes for loading 
scenarios.

The initial step of this study was to design dog-bone samples using CAD software and 
fabricating them with TPU filaments via 3D printing. These samples were then compared with 
their counterparts, which were cut from the wall of a traditionally fabricated geocell. It has been 
noted that the strength of a 3D-printed model is proportional to the infill rate, an adjustable 
parameter controlling the density during printing [58]. Consequently, the samples were 
produced with infill rates of 5%, 10% and 20% to investigate the impact of infill on the strength 
of the model material. It should be noted that a minimum infill rate of 5% was established 
regarding printing technique and material integrity.

In order to examine the stress-strain relationship of prototype and model printed geocell dog-
bone specimens, the overall and gauge lengths of 170 mm and 75 mm, respectively, were 
prepared according to ISO 527 [56]. Tensile tests were carried out a 30 kN capacity universal 
testing machine at a strain rate of 1% per minute under 23.1 oC at a humidity of 48% (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Tensile stress vs. strain curves of dog-bone specimens for fabricated prototype and 3D-
printed materials with 5% filling rate, along with a 1:9 scaled curve for the fabricated prototype.

The tensile stress-strain curves for dog-bone shape specimens, including a fabricated 
prototype and a 3D-printed material with a 5% filling rate, are illustrated in Fig. 1 with a 
benchmark of the scaled prototype at 1:9 (1:n2). The tensile stress-strain relationships of the 
materials did not show a clear elastic region; thereby, the secant tensile stiffness, Es(prototype), of 
the fabricated material and the secant tensile stiffness, Es(model), of 3D-printed model material 
(TPU) were used for subsequent comparisons, as recommended by existing literature [47,59]. 
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This comparison was based on the slope of the tangents to the tensile stress-strain curves at 
specific stress levels, namely at 2% and 5% strain rates. These rates are generally reasonable in 
field applications and model tests involving geocells [26,60,61]. The results indicated that the 
ratio Es(prototype)/Es(model) was 9 at 2% stain and 7.3 at 5% strain levels. Additionally, the behavior 
of the model material of TPU closely resembled that of the prototype when scaled at 1:9. 

Using a 100 mm width test specimen according to ISO 10319 [57] (wide-width) can result 
in a much more design-oriented value than test results from dog-bone specimens. Therefore, 
the tensile properties of the geocell materials were also evaluated using wide-width tensile tests 
on 100 mm wide prototype specimens and scaled 1:3 specimens of 33.3 mm width. These tests 
were conducted in a controlled environment of 47% humidity and a temperature of 23.4°C, 
employing a universal tensile testing machine. The strain rate was set at 20 ± 5% per minute. 
The potential for necking—induced by a higher length-to-width ratio—was not prominently 
observed during the tests while the specimen size requirements of ISO 10319 [57] could not be 
followed here for the scaled materials. Moreover, this study primarily focused on material 
behavior at low strain levels (i.e., 𝜀 = 2%), making any potential necking at higher strains less 
relevant to the analysis. Validation tests further confirmed that varying the specimen width from 
33.3 mm to 66.6 mm did not significantly alter the tensile stress-strain behavior of the scaled 
material.

The tensile stress-strain curves of wide-width specimens, which include a fabricated 
prototype, a 3D-printed material with a 5% filling rate and a 1:9 scaled prototype, are presented 
in Fig. 2. Compared to prior tests using dog-bone shaped samples, these experiments indicated 
slightly higher values at lower strain levels. Specifically, the ratio of Es(prototype)/Es(model) was 
measured at 13 for a 2% strain. However, the data converged towards a greater similarity at a 
5% strain rate. Thus, 3D-printed geocells using TPU filaments appear to be effective, though 
not perfect, for scaling model geocells, achieving a specified scale factor (n) of 3.

Fig. 2. Tensile stress vs. strain curves of wide-width specimens for fabricated prototype and 
3D-printed materials with 5% filling rate, along with a 1:9 scaled curve for the fabricated 
prototype.

4. Laboratory tests

4.1. Materials

4.1.1. Soil

The soil classified as poorly graded sand (SP) per the Unified Soil Classification Systems 
(USGS) was used in the model tests. Its minimum (emin) and maximum void ratios (emax) are 
0.57 and 0.83, respectively. Internal friction angles of the sand were obtained at relative 
densities of 35% and 75%, determined from a set of direct shear tests under normal stress of 
50, 100 and 200 kPa. The details of the sand properties are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 The soil properties used in the experiments.
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Preliminary tests were conducted to determine the required amount of soil, tamping height 
and number of tamping required to achieve a given relative density in the test tank. A relative 
density (Dr) of 35% was achieved without tamping for tests on loose sands. In the case of dense 
sand, the soil was leveled in the tank and gently tamped with a wooden tamper until achieving 
a relative density (Dr) of 75%. The relative density of each soil layer was checked using the 
sand cone method [68] and aluminum sample bowls. The variation in the relative density was 
typically within ±2–3%.

4.1.2. Model and prototype geocells

The fabrication of the 1:3 scaled 3D-printed geocells began with creating a design in CAD 
software. The model geocell was then created using a 3D printer, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Each 
printing session produced a 4-cell pattern arranged in a 2 x 2 configuration, approximately 140 
x 164 mm, with each session taking about 4 hours to complete. A total of 16 cells in 2 x 2 
configurations were produced. The fabrication process in the 3D printer was optimized to 
produce the largest possible geocell layer in a single printing session, constrained by the size of 
the 3D printing machine. These cells were subsequently bonded using epoxy glue under the 
assumption that the adhesive strength of the cell junction would exceed that of the cell walls, 
consistent with the behavior of the fabricated geocells. This approach was chosen to minimize 
the number of connections needed with epoxy glue and to expedite the printing process.

Fig. 3. Fabrication of 1:3 scaled model geocells through 3D printing.

The properties of the fabricated and 3D-printed model geocells used in the experiments are 
presented in Table 2. The geocells were 3D-printed in rectangular for the sake of production 
simplicity. However, the difference in effective opening area between the 3D-printed 
rectangular shape and the ideal honeycomb shape was negligible. Supporting this, Sherin et al. 
[51] found that footings reinforced with both honeycomb and rectangular shape geocells 
exhibited similar pressure-settlement behavior, provided that the geocells were fabricated from 
the same material and had identical opening areas, cell heights and widths. In summary, the 
dimensions of the model geocell resembled a good, though not perfect, geometric scaling of the 
prototype fabricated material in terms of appearance, dimensions and secant tensile stiffness.

Table 2 Physical and mechanical properties of fabricated and scaled 3D-printed model geocells.

4.2. Test set-up

The model tests were conducted in a tank with dimensions of 1000 mm in width, 1000 mm 
in length and 700 mm in height (Fig. 4). A steel footing with 100 mm in width, 996 mm in 
length and 20 mm in thickness was used in the experiments. The footing was centered in the 
test tank and its proper placement on the ground surface was verified using a spirit level. A 2 
mm gap was also maintained between the ends of the footing and the tank to prevent any 
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undesirable interactions. The footing and the tank dimensions were carefully selected to 
minimize boundary effects. Cone-shaped grooves were opened on the footing to enable the 
application of various load eccentricities (e) of 0 (centric) and 1/6 (on the kern boundary) 
relative to the footing width (B). 

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.

4.3. Instrumentation

The instrumentation used for the model tests included a hydraulic press, a load cell, linear 
voltage displacement transducers (LVDTs) and a data logger system. A hydraulic press with a 
200 kN capacity was used to apply normal pressure to the footing. A compression-type load 
cell with a 200 kN capacity measured the normal pressure exerted on the footing. Displacements 
of both the footing and the soil surface throughout the tests were monitored using LVDTs, which 
had a stroke capacity of 100 mm and an accuracy of ±0.05%. All of these devices were 
connected to an 8-channel data logger, which enabled raw data transmission at 8 samples per 
second on each channel. Before each test, all measurement devices were calibrated to ensure 
precise and accurate measurements.

4.4. Test program

A total of 12 static loading tests outlined in Table 3 were conducted to investigate the scale 
effects on the performance of centrically and eccentrically loaded strip footings on fabricated 
or 3D-printed geocell-reinforced sandy soils. The ratio of geocell embedment depth (u) and the 
geocell laying width (b) to width of foundation (B = 100 mm), determined by averaging the 
optimum values obtained from previous experiments performed on geocell-reinforced strip 
footings [7,22,37,39,40,51,69-73], were kept constant as 0.1 and 8, respectively, in all tests. At 
least half of the tests were conducted multiple times to ensure the consistency and reliability of 
the data collected.

Table 3 Experimental test program.

5. Results and discussions

5.1. Pressure-settlement performance and failure mechanisms

The detailed set of footing pressure-settlement curves, covering both unreinforced and 3D-
printed or fabricated geocell-reinforced loose and dense sands obtained from directly laboratory 
tests, is illustrated in Fig. 5 under both centric and eccentric loading conditions. The results 
revealed that the strip footing on sandy soil reinforced with fabricated geocells exhibited better 
pressure-bearing performance and initial stiffness of the footing bed than those reinforced with 
3D-printed geocells, as expected. One contributing factor to the diminished performance of 
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scaled geocell models was a reduction in the confinement effect provided by geocells per unit 
volume of soil due to reduced material secant tensile stiffness (Es), geocell height (h) and pocket 
width (bg). Moreover, the reduced dimensions led to a smaller frictional surface area between 
geocells and soil particles, further decreasing the pressure-bearing capacity of the 3D-printed 
reinforced footing systems. Generally, the performance of the reinforced footing systems was 
influenced by eccentric loading and the relative density of the soil. 

The punching failures with no well-defined failure points were observed in all cases for loose 
sand. The pressure-settlement curves of the footings for unreinforced and reinforced loose sand 
with either fabricated or 3D-printed geocells exhibited almost linear behavior up to about 30 
mm of settlement under centric and eccentric loading of 1/6 (Fig. 5a). The surface settlement, 
rather than heave, was noted throughout the experiments. Furthermore, the diminishing impact 
of eccentricity on the bearing pressures was less pronounced in the fabricated geocell-reinforced 
soil compared to the 3D-printed geocell-reinforced soil. It was observed that the friction 
between the soil and the geocell layer was eventually overcome at both ends, which resulted in 
a concave deformation profile, as shown in Fig. 5a. This behavior was particularly noticeable 
in the case of 3D-printed geocells, as illustrated in Fig. 6a for an eccentricity ratio (e/B) of 1/6.

The ultimate bearing capacity of the strip footings on unreinforced dense sand was clearly 
defined under both centric and eccentric loading conditions, indicating the occurrence of 
traditional general shear failure, as demonstrated in Fig. 5b. Specifically, footings reinforced 
with fabricated geocells in dense sand demonstrated a strong strain-hardening response under 
centric loading, which is defined as a local shear failure. In these cases, the pressure 
progressively increased with increasing settlement. However, strain softening behavior was 
observed under eccentric loading of 1/6, corresponding to a general shear failure. On the other 
hand, footings reinforced with 3D-printed geocells exhibited weak strain-hardening behavior 
under both centric and eccentric loading of 1/6. It should be noted that the surface 
settlement/heave observations revealed differences in the anchoring effect between the two 
types of geocells. The fabricated geocells exhibited a stronger confining effect, which 
manifested in less surface heave compared to the 3D-printed geocells in the case of dense sand 
(see Fig. 6b).

Fig. 5. Bearing pressure-settlement results obtained directly from the strip footings on 
unreinforced, 3D-printed and fabricated geocell-reinforced for: (a) loose sand (Dr = 35%) and 
(b) dense sand (Dr=75%).

Fig. 6. Surface displacement profiles of 3D-printed and fabricated geocell reinforced strip 
footing under an eccentricity ratio of 1/6 in: (a) loose sand and (b) dense sand.

In this study, the pressure-settlement behavior noted in fabricated geocells corresponds with 
the findings of small-scale tests conducted by various researchers [7,22,37,43,71,72,74-79]. 
This alignment is particularly evident when footings, reinforced with these geocells in dense 
sand, display a pronounced strain-hardening response, characterized by a steady increase in 
pressure concurrent with settlement under centric loading. Conversely, footings reinforced with 
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3D-printed geocells showed weak strain-hardening behavior under similar loading conditions, 
a trend that is consistent with large-scale test observations reported by Refs [18,19,80].

5.2. Improvement factor

The settlement of the footing (s) and load eccentricity (e) can be normalized to the width of 
the strip footing (B), yielding non-dimensional factors of s/B in percentage and e/B. An 
improvement factor (If) was also introduced to assess the effect of reinforcement on footing 
performance. Utilizing these non-dimensional parameters allows a more straightforward 
comparison of the experimental results. The improvement factor is defined as follows in Eq. 
(6): 

𝐼𝑓 =
𝑞𝑟

𝑞𝑢
   (6)

where qr and qu represent the bearing pressures for the reinforced and the unreinforced soil, 
respectively, evaluated at the same relative density of the soil and a specific settlement level. If 
improvement factor is calculated at a settlement exceeding the ultimate capacity of unreinforced 
soil, the ultimate bearing capacity of the footing, qult, is used instead of qu. 

The improvement factors for strip footings reinforced with either fabricated or 3D-printed 
geocells obtained from directly laboratory model tests are presented in Fig. 7. The use of 
fabricated geocells in small-scale tests resulted in improvement factors that were up to 65% 
higher in both loose and dense soils compared to those using scaled 3D-printed geocells. This 
circumstance arose from the greater apparent cohesion observed in soils confined by 
traditionally fabricated geocells compared to those confined by 3D-printed geocells 
[25,45,53,81]. Also, the higher secant tensile stiffness of the fabricated or unscaled geocell 
contributed to improved confinement of the sandy soil [22,23,25,37]. These observations are 
consistent with the findings of Fazeli Dehkordi and Karim [80], who noted a more substantial 
increase in improvement factors in small-scale tests compared to large-scale tests, especially 
when the s/B ratio exceeded 10%. Furthermore, it was observed that increasing s/B and e/B 
ratios increased the improvement factor in both types of geocells. Similar results were reported 
by Jahanian et al. [73] for geogrid-based geocell reinforced strip footings.

 

Fig. 7. Improvement factors obtained directly from laboratory tests for footings reinforced with 
fabricated or 3D-printed geocells under centric and eccentric loading of 1/6 in (a) loose and (b) 
dense sand.

To comprehensively assess the effects of scaling on the improvement factors (If), the values 
of If reported in various studies are summarized in Table 4. Although it's acknowledged that If 
can be affected by multiple variables – such as soil properties, geocell material and aspect ratios 
– this evaluation specifically targeted scenarios where the footings were reinforced with 
traditional geocells in sandy soils, under centric loading and optimized test parameters by the 
researchers. Moreover, the analysis intentionally focused on more practical, allowable 
settlement levels, with an s/B ratio of up to 20%, even though some studies [22,82] reported If 
values as high as 9 at extremely high s/B ratios.
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Table 4 Comparison of improvement factors (If) for footings on geocell-reinforced sand at 
varying settlement ratios (s/B), as reported in various studies.

Based on data gathered from existing literature and summarized in Table 4, the approximate 
upper and lower boundaries of the improvement factors for geocell-reinforced footings are 
illustrated in Fig. 8. In the examined literature, If values for large-scale or field experiments 
were generally consistent and typically fall within the range of 1.1 to 1.6 while small-scale tests 
often resulted in significantly higher and more scatter values, reaching up to 7.5 at a s/B ratio 
of 20%. Moreover, in small-scale tests, there was a more pronounced increase in these values 
with an increase in the s/B ratio compared to the large-scale tests. Importantly, the If values 
obtained in the present study using 3D-printed geocells are within the range of those reported 
for large-scale tests in the literature, thereby validating the accuracy of the scale-law 
predictions. 

Fig. 8. Approximate upper and lower boundaries of improvement factors against settlement 
ratios from small- and large-scale tests in existing literature, with data points from the present 
study.

5.3. Verifying test results and modeling large-scale prototype

In this study, the fabricated and 3D-printed geocell reinforced footing systems were 
simulated via PLAXIS 3D finite element (FE) software to verify the footing pressure-settlement 
responses of the small-scale experimental tests for 3D-printed and fabricated geocells 
conducted as part of this research. Following successful verification, these small-scale models 
were scaled up to examine how closely the 3D-printed geocell reinforced systems represent the 
behavior of their prototype counterparts according to scale factors based on Section 2. In the 
FE analysis for the prototype model, the scale factor of 3 (n) resulting from the performed 
dimensional analysis was applied to enlarge the dimensions of the test tank, 3D-printed geocell, 
and footing, as well as the embedment depth of geocell, modulus of the sandy soils and footing. 
Meanwhile, a scale of 9 (n2) was used to enlarge the secant tensile stiffness of the 3D-printed 
geocell. Furthermore, for the prototype-scale, the Poisson ratio, unit weight, as well as cohesion, 
dilatancy angle, failure ratio, exponential power values, were selected to be consistent with the 
values preferred for small-scale modelling. In addition to the scaling procedures described, the 
finite element analyses were also accounted for potential unexpected parameters that could 
influence the behavior of the geocell-reinforced systems in field conditions, ensuring a more 
robust and realistic simulation of both small-scale and prototype-scale models. The specified 
parameters in numerical analyses for both the small-scale and prototype-scale models are given 
in Table 5.

Table 5 Material properties used for validating numerical models of geocell-reinforced 
systems: comparison of small-scale and prototype-scale (field condition).
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In the numerical simulations conducted for this study, the properties of sandy soil were 
represented using the Hardening Soil (HS) constitutive model. This stress-dependent 
elastoplastic model accurately represents the nonlinear behavior of sandy soils, offering an 
improvement over elastic perfectly plastic models [90]. Parameters for the HS model were 
calibrated using the results of small-scale laboratory tests. HS model accurately simulated the 
stress-strain behavior of soil up to its peak shear strength, although it did not capture the post-
peak softening behavior of the soil. It should be noted that a low cohesion (c) value of 1 kPa 
was selected for the HS model to prevent early soil yielding in areas with low confining 
pressures [91-93]. 

The strip footing was modelled as a linear elastic plate structural element in the numerical 
analyses using conventional steel parameters for Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. 
Similarly, several researchers [91,92,94-98] have recommended to use plate structural element 
for footing modelling. In the simulation, the fabricated geocells were built in CAD software 
and imported into PLAXIS 3D while 3D-printed geocells were directly constructed within the 
FE software environment. The fabricated and 3D-printed geocells were represented as geogrid 
structural elements, which were isotropic elastoplastic materials characterized by axial stiffness 
(EA) but no bending stiffness. This modeling choice aligns with the approach taken by several 
researchers [95-99]. The axial stiffness values for the geocells were determined using the tensile 
stress-strain curves obtained in Fig. 1 according to ISO 527 [56]. Additionally, 12 node 
interface elements were used to model the interaction between soil and geocells, highlighting 
the interface's partially bonded character with a reduction factor (Rint) of 0.8. The approach 
aligns with parameters used in the studies by Refs. [16,99]. 

A predefined line load was applied to the model until the simulated footing reached the point 
of failure. It is important to note that the softening behavior observed after general shear failure 
in the pressure-settlement response of unreinforced dense sand cannot be directly modeled 
within the constraints of the HS constitutive model. Despite this limitation, the HS model was 
adept in capturing the essential aspects of soil behavior, particularly in alignment with the 
settlements observed during our experimental tests. In numerical modeling, clusters were 
divided into mesh a with 10-node tetrahedral elements and three nodes. Moreover, a series of 
trial-and-error mesh sensitivity analyses were carried out. Based on these analyses, an average 
mesh size of 0.08 m was chosen to verify small-scale test results while a mesh size of 0.17 m 
was selected for the prototype-scale. The FE model geometry, which includes the strip footing, 
fabricated or 3D-printed geocells and the line loads, are illustrated in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 9. Numerical models of reinforced strip footings with (a) fabricated and (b) 3D-printed 
geocells under centric loading.

The pressure-settlement results of the footings on the unreinforced sand, reinforced sand 
with fabricated and 3D-printed geocell are presented in Fig. 10, based on laboratory model test 
data and numerical results. It was observed that the numerical results generally consisted of the 
outcomes of small-scale tests conducted on sandy soils of varying relative densities and 
reinforcement types, namely 3D-printed and fabricated geocells. Notably, minor discrepancies 
between laboratory tests and numerical results were observed in the pressure-settlement 
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responses for both unreinforced and reinforced dense sand when subjected to eccentric loading. 
These variations could arise from the complex stress distribution introduced by eccentric 
loading, which the finite element model may not fully capture due to inherent simplifications. 
In addition, the footing pressure-settlement results in numerical modeling for both 3D-printed 
and fabricated geocells were lower than the test outcomes in loose sand conditions. The slight 
inconsistency between the finite element model outcomes and the actual test results could be 
attributed to limitations in accurately capturing the complex soil-geocell interactions in a loose 
sand environment. In general, the calibrated models have demonstrated sufficient accuracy to 
justify their use in simulating prototype models.

Fig. 10. Test results of small-scale laboratory tests verified with FE method for strip footings 
on (a) unreinforced and (b) 3D-printed and fabricated geocell reinforced sands under centric 
and eccentric loading of 1/6.

Caution must be exercised when extrapolating the finding of small-scale model tests to large-
scale prototypes even if properly scaled 3D-printed geocells are employed in small-scale model 
tests and applying dimensional analysis. Such extrapolations may result in non-conservative 
estimates of improvement factors, potentially influenced by scale effects such as variations in 
footing width, geocell sizes and changes in failure mechanisms. To address these complexities, 
further numerical analyses were carried out to assess the representativeness of the 3D-printed 
small-scale test results for large-scale or prototype conditions, along with the validated 
experimental results. In this context, unreinforced and reinforced loose and dense sands under 
centric loading were modeled at the prototype scale. The parameters used for the 1:3 scaled 
small-scale models and their corresponding large-scale prototypes are detailed in Table 5.

The improvement factors obtained from numerical analyses for both small-scale and 
prototype models involving unreinforced and 3D-printed geocell-reinforced soils in loose and 
dense sands under centric loading are presented in Table 6. As the footing width (B) increased, 
the corresponding back-calculated bearing capacity factors (Nγ) decreased for unreinforced and 
reinforced conditions in prototype modeling. This phenomenon aligns with previous studies, 
which attribute the decline to variations in mean stress beneath the footing as the footing width 
increases [18,19,97,100,101]. More importantly, a comprehensive assessment of pressure-
settlement responses was also carried out, revealing a consistent trend between 3D-printed 
geocell models and their corresponding large-scale counterparts, as illustrated in Fig. 11. A 
noteworthy discrepancy was observed in the case of 3D-printed geocell reinforced loose sand. 
The numerical model could not replicate the geocell layer's concave deformation under footing 
loading, which was observed in the experimental tests. This may be attributed to reduced 
vertical frictional forces acting on the geocell walls in numerical modeling. Thus, the finite 
element model did not perfectly capture the membrane mechanism of the geocell in loose sand 
conditions. This mechanism involved geocell deflection, which generated additional tensile 
forces, leading to a more noticeable reduction in footing pressure. Despite this exception, in the 
case of dense sand conditions, the improvement factors exhibited similar results between small-
scale and prototype models, as detailed in Table 6. Therefore, the findings illustrated that the 
diligent application of dimensional analysis and the precise scaling of the key parameters in 
reinforced footing systems using 3D-printed geocells can make small-scale tests reliable for 
extrapolating large-scale behavior. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of small-scale and prototype-scale numerical analyses with experimental 
test results of 3D-printed geocell-reinforced footing under centric loading.

Table 6 Improvement factors for 3D-printed geocells and prototype numerical models at a 
settlement (s) of 10 mm.

A comparative analysis of incremental deviatoric strain in dense sand under centric loading 
for small-scale and prototype-scale models is also illustrated in Fig. 12 with and without 3D-
printed geocell reinforcement. In general, failure mechanisms and the borders of the heave from 
the footing axis were largely consistent across both scales for unreinforced and reinforced dense 
sands. It should be noted that a more widespread settlement pattern was noted in the case of the 
reinforced soil in both small-scale and prototype models. This can be attributed to the 
significant role of the geocell layer in effectively confining the sand and distributing the applied 
axial load over larger areas due to its stress distribution mechanism, leading to beam-like 
deformation under the footing loading. 

Fig. 12. Distribution of incremental deviatoric strain for dense sand under centric loading (a) 
unreinforced small-scale, (b) 3D-printed geocell reinforced small-scale, (c) unreinforced 
prototype and (d) 3D-printed geocell reinforced prototype. 

6. Conclusion

In this study, it is aimed to systematically investigate the performance of strip footings 
reinforced with both traditional fabricated and 3D-printed geocells to address the persistent 
challenge of scaling in the field of geocell-reinforced systems. Initially, scaled geocell models 
were produced using 3D printing technology and carefully selected filaments, where geometry 
and model stiffness were accurately scaled using scaling laws. The model tests were also 
conducted to compare the strip footings reinforced with fabricated or 3D-printed geocells in 
terms of the footing pressure-settlement responses, surface displacement characteristics and 
improvement factors under both centric and eccentric loading conditions in loose and dense 
sands. The experimental findings were further validated and extended to large-scale prototype 
models through numerical analyses. The main conclusions are summarized as follows: 

• 3D printing technology has enabled the creation of geocells that were scaled in both 
geometric dimensions and material properties, offering a flexible and accurate approach to 
study the effects of scaling in model tests. Specifically, a stress-strain relationship similar 
to that of large-scale geocells was successfully achieved in the model geocell, making them 
suitable for 1:3 scaled reinforced-soil model tests in 1-g conditions. This innovation 
highlights the promising advantages of 3D-printed geocells in customization and rapid 
prototyping.
• In the existing literature, the improvement factors derived from small-scale tests are 
generally higher than those obtained from large-scale tests. These findings suggest the 
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extent to which the improvement effect could be exaggerated if scale effects are not properly 
considered. In this study, the observed improvement factors in the performed experiments 
using 3D-printed geocells closely aligned with those from large-scale tests in the literature, 
corroborating the validity of scale-law expectations. On the other hand, footings reinforced 
with fabricated geocells in model tests yielded improvement factors up to 65% higher than 
those using 3D-printed geocells across both loose and dense soils in model tests.
• The model test results were further validated through various 3D numerical analyses, 
which demonstrated that the performance of scaled footings using 3D-printed geocells 
closely aligned with numerical models. Once validated, these finite element models were 
proportionally scaled up to assess the representativeness of 3D-printed geocell systems in 
relation to large-scale prototypes. An in-depth evaluation of footing pressure-settlement 
responses illustrated a consistent pattern between 3D-printed geocell models and their large-
scale equivalents, resulting in similar improvement factors for each case. However, the 
numerical models could not completely capture a specific concave deformation behavior 
observed in 3D-printed geocell-reinforced loose sand. This indicates the model's restricted 
capacity to simulate complex load-transfer and stress distribution mechanisms in reinforced 
loose sand. Despite this shortcoming, the study reaffirms that 3D-printed geocells in small-
scale tests offer valuable insights into predicting large-scale behaviors and their 
improvement factors when accompanied by thorough dimensional analysis and 
considerations of scale effects.

This study has opened new pathways for future research in applying 3D-printed geocells in 
soil reinforcement. One such direction involves evaluating a broader range of materials for 3D 
printing to capture a more detailed set of geocell physical and mechanical properties. Expanding 
the scale investigations to encompass various foundation types, soil conditions, and loading 
scenarios would also be valuable. Furthermore, more sophisticated 3D numerical simulations 
are essential to demonstrate the level of accuracy with which 3D-printed models can represent 
large-scale behavior across these diverse conditions. 

While our findings affirm the utility of 3D-printed models for simulating large-scale 
behavior, it's crucial to note that the reinforcement effect in loose sand was not adequately 
captured in the numerical models. This limitation implies that caution is necessary when using 
finite element analysis for modeling geocell-reinforced loose sand in real-case scenarios, as 
current simulations may not fully capture the complex interactions and behaviors, potentially 
leading to inaccuracies in design and analysis. In the future studies, a more nuanced exploration 
of the interactions between sand particles and geocells, particularly the complex contraction 
behavior of sand and interface frictions, is crucial. Additionally, accurately representing the 
general concave behavior under loading, which current models struggle to capture, is essential. 
This requires a deeper understanding of how sand behaves at different relative densities when 
integrated with reinforcing materials, crucial for predicting and optimizing the performance of 
geotechnical applications.
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Table 4 Comparison of improvement factors (If) for footings on geocell-reinforced sand at 
varying settlement ratios (s/B), as reported in various studies.

Table 5 Material properties used for validating numerical models of geocell-reinforced 
systems: comparison of small-scale and prototype-scale (field condition).

Table 6 Improvement factors for 3D-printed geocells and prototype numerical models at a 
settlement (s) of 10 mm.

Table 1 The soil properties used in the experiments.

Description Value Reference 

Unified Soil Classification System, USCS SP [62]

Specific gravity, Gs 2.63 [63]

Average particle size, D50 (mm) 0.41 [64]
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Coefficient of uniformity, Cu 1.57 [64]

Coefficient of curvature, Cc 1.02 [64]

Maximum void ratio, emax 0.83 [65]

Minimum void ratio, emin 0.57 [66]

Internal friction angle at Dr of 75%, ɸp75 (o) 36 [67]

Internal friction angle at Dr of 35%, ɸp35 (o) 31 [67]

Dilation angle at Dr of 75%, ψ (o) 6 [67]
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Table 2 Physical and mechanical properties of fabricated and scaled 3D-printed model geocells.

Geocell type
Cell wall 
height 
(mm)

Pocket width (bg) 
and length (lg) (mm 
x mm)

Wall 
thickness 
(mm)

Secant tensile stiffness of 
geocell (Es) at 2% strain 
(kN/m)**

Pattern

Fabricated (HDPE)* 100 210 x 245 1.1 450 Honeycomb

3D-printed (scaled) 33 70 x 82 0.6 50 Rectangular

*HDPE refers to high-density polyethylene.

** The secant tensile stiffness was determined according to ISO 527 [56].
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Table 3 Experimental test program.

Other parameters  

Test 
series Test type Geocell Constant parameters

e/B Dr 
(%)

Es at a 
strain 
of 2% 
(kN/m

)  

h/B bg/
B

No. of 
tests

A Unreinforce
d - - 35 - - - 2

B Unreinforce
d - - 75 - - - 2

C Reinforced Fabricate
d 35 450 1 2.1 2

D Reinforced 3D-
printed 35 50 0.3

3 0.7 2

E Reinforced, Fabricate
d 75 450 1 2.1 2

F Reinforced 3D-
printed

u/B=0.1, d/B=2.2, 
b/B=8

0, 
1/6

75 50 0.3
3 0.7 2
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Table 4 Comparison of improvement factors (If) for footings on geocell-reinforced sand at varying settlement ratios (s/B), as reported in various 
studies.

Reference Test 
type

Footing 
type

Geocell 
type

Dr 
(%)

ɸ 
(o)

B or D 
(m)

u/B or 
u/D

h/B or 
h/D

bg/B or 
bg/D

b/B or 
b/D

Secant tensile stiffness (Es)-
tensile strength (T) of geocell, 
(kN/m)

If

(s/B=3%)

If

(s/B=5%)

If

 
(s/B=10%)

If

(s/B=20%)

Dash et al. [22] Small 
scale

Strip Geogrid 30

50

70

39.2

41

42.2

0.1 0.1 1.6 1.2 8 160a-20 1.48

1.60

1.68

1.56

1.74

1.83

1.90

2.12

2.29

2.55

3.00

4.24

Dash et al.  [22], 
Dash [37]

Small 
scale

Strip Geogrid 70 42.2 0.1 0.1 1.2 1.5 8 70a-4.5

70a-7.5

160a-20

1.03

1.25

1.13

1.10

1.30

1.24

1.52

1.74

1.76

2.71

3.03

3.12

Sitharam and Sireesh 
[42]

Small 
scale

Circular Geogrid 70 41 0.15 0.05 1.8 0.8 4.9 160 a-20 1.75 1.79 2.63 4.11

Latha and 
Somwanshi [43]

Small 
scale

Square Geogrid 70 44 0.15 0.05 0.6 0.55 4.9 160 a-20 1.18 1.30 1.93 3.36

Dash [75] Small 
scale

Strip Geogrid 30

40

50

39.2

41

0.1 0.1 1.6 1.2 8 160 a-20 1.48

1.54

1.60

1.56

1.72

1.74

1.90

2.08

2.12

2.55

2.90

3.00
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60

70 42.2

1.64

1.68

1.81

1.83

2.26

2.29

3.80

4.24

Moghaddas Tafreshi 
and Dawson [71]

Small 
scale

Strip PP 72 37.5 0.075 0.1 1.33 0.67 4.2 NG-13.1 2.69 2.74 3.11 NG

Gurbuz and Mertol 
[7] 

Small 
scale

Strip HDPE 55 30 0.07 0.1 1.07

2.14

4.1 8.2 NG 2.05

2.28

2.14

2.28

2.33

2.38

3.12

3.24

Hegde and Sitharam 
[81]

Small 
scale

Square PE 65 30 0.15 0.1 1 1.67 5.9 NG-21.5 1.25 1.3 1.5 1.9

Moghaddas Tafreshi 
et al. [83] 

Small 
scale

Circular PP 85 38.5 0.112 0.1 1.33 0.45 3.2 NG-13.1 1.90 2.05 2.70 3.84

Kargar and Hosseini 
[25]

Small 
scale

Strip W. 
geotextile

72 NG 0.05 0.1 1

1.5

1 5 72a,275c -21.8 1.63

2.00

1.67

2.08

1.89

2.28

NG

NG

Sherin et al. [51] Small 
scale

Square PVC 65 38 0.15 0.06 1.5 0.8 5 58.50-9.68 NG 4.58 3.39 3.34

Simsek [78] Small 
scale

Circular HDPE 64 37 0.26 0 0.77 1.34 3.84 5.61a,7.79c-9.72 1.58 1.61 1.69 1.75

Table 4 (Continued) Comparison of improvement factors (If) for footings on geocell-reinforced sand at varying settlement ratios (s/B) as reported 
in various studies.
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Reference Test type Footing 
type

Geocell type Dr (%) Φ (o) B or 

D

(m)

u/B 
or 
u/D

h/B 

or

h/D

bg/B 
or 
bg/D

b/B 
or 
b/D

Secant 
stiffness (Es)-
tensile 
strength (T) 
of geocell, 

(kN/m)

If 
(s/B=3%)

If 
(s/B=5%)

If 
(s/B=10%)

If 

(s/B=20%)

Lal et al. 
[23]

Small 
scale

Square Coir 
geotextile

30

50

60

70

NG 0.15 0.1 0.5 0.33 3 94b, 16c 6.04

6.11

6.17

6.25

6.13

6.23

6.35

6.41

6.35

6.59

6.7

6.9

6.98

7.09

7.3

7.52

Kaur et al. 
[84]

Small 
scale

Strip HDPE 60 30 0.1 0.5 0.1 NG 6 NG NG NG NG 3.5

Kargar and 
Hosseini 
[85]

Small 
scale

Strip W. geotextile

Geogrid

72 NG 0.05 0.1 1.5 1 5 72a, 275c-21.8

110 c-2.8

2.00

1.48

2.08

1.52

2.28

1.77

NG

NG

Shadmand et 
al.[18]

Large 
Scale

Square NPA 35

65

38

41

0.5 0.1 0.3 0.44 5 NG-15 1.14

1.59

1.17

1.58

1.25

1.60

1.44

NG

Li et al. [86] Small 
Scale

Rectangular PE NG 30 0.4 0.2 0.125 1 5 24 (MPa)-6.5 
(MPa)

3.38 2.57 2.08 NG

Muthukumar 
et al. [87]

Small 
Scale

Square Jute 50 38 0.1 0.1 0.6 1 4 NG-10.7 2.83 2.66 2.80 3.28
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Doley et al. 
[72,79]

Small 
scale

Square W. geotextile 70 40.5 0.15 0.1 0.66 0.5 5 NG-24 2.01 2.34 2.80 3.73

Fazeli 
Dehkordi et 
al. [53]

Large 
scale

Circular HDPE 40

54

68

82

31

34

36

39

0.4 0.1 0.38 0.46 4 NG 1.11

1.14

1.19

1.20

1.15

1.17

1.26

1.26

1.23

1.27

1.37

1.42

1.36

1.40

1.49

1.54

Portakal [88] Field 
condition

Square HDPE 70 NG 0.45 1.11 0.22 0.66 3.33 NG-20 1.35 NG NG NG

Jahanian et 
al. [73]

Small 
scale

Strip Geogrid 80 NG 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.57 4 NG-3.03 1.53 1.57 1.58 2.00

Sharma and 
Kumar [89]

Small 
scale

Ring Geogrid 80 36.3 0.3 0.1 1 0.35 6.5 280a, 350c-20 2.55 2.57 2.81 3.20

Note: The acronyms a, b and c represent the secant stiffness of geocell material at 5% strain, failure and 2% strain, respectively. NG denotes that the information is not provided. The geotextile-based geocell materials are 
categorized as either woven (W) or non-woven (N). Generally, fabricated geocells are made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) or novel polymeric alloy, known as Neoloy (NPA). 
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Table 5 Material properties used for validating numerical models of geocell-reinforced 
systems: comparison of small-scale and prototype-scale (field condition).

Small-scale (Laboratory test) Prototype-scale (Field 
condition)

Parameters Values Values Values Values

Sand Loose Dense Loose Dense

Material model Hardening 
Soil

Hardening 
Soil

Hardenin
g Soil

Hardenin
g Soil

Reference secant Young’s modulus, E50
ref (kPa) 3000 20000 9000 60000

Refence tangent primary oedometer modulus, Eoed
ref 

(kPa)
3000 20000 9000 60000

Reference un/reloading modulus, Eur
ref (kPa) 9000 50000 27000 150000

Internal friction angle, ϕ (◦) 31 36 31 36

Cohesion, c (kPa) 1 1 1 1

Dilatancy angle, ψ (◦) 0 6 0 6

Poisson ratio, ν 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

Unit weight, γ (kN/m3) 14.8 15.8 14.8 15.8

Exponential power, m (-) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Failure ratio, Rf (-) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

Interface reduction factor, Rint 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Geocell 3D-printed Fabricated 3D-printed 

Material model Elastoplastic Elastoplastic
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Pocket (bg) width and length (lg) (mm x mm) 70 x 82 210 x 245 210 x 245

Cell height (mm) 33 100 100

Thickness (mm) 0.6 1.1 1.1

Axial stiffness, EA (kN/m)* 50 450 450

Footing Steel plate Steel plate

Material model Linear elastic Linear elastic

Young's modulus, E (kPa) 2x109 6x109

Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.25 0.25

Unit weight, γ (kN/m3) 77 77

Width, B (mm) 100 300

Length, L (mm) 996 2988

Thickness, d (mm) 20 60

* Axial stiffness (EA) values in PLAXIS 3D are equal to secant tensile stiffness of geocell materials in according to ISO 527 [56] at 2% strain.

Table 6 Improvement factors for 3D-printed geocells and prototype numerical models at a 
settlement (s) of 10 mm.

Scale Reinforcement type B (mm) Geocell properties
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Dr (%) Es (kN/m) h/B bg/B If

Unreinforced 100 - - -

Small

Reinforced 100 50 0.33 0.7

1.8

Unreinforced 300 - - -

Prototype (field condition)

Reinforced 300

35

450 1 2.1

1.42

Unreinforced 100 - - -

Small

Reinforced 100 50 0.33 0.7

1.26

Unreinforced 300 - - -

Prototype (field condition)

Reinforced 300

75

450 1 2.1

1.2
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Fig. 1. Tensile stress vs. strain curves of dog-bone specimens for fabricated prototype and 3D-
printed materials with 5% filling rate, along with a 1:9 scaled curve for the fabricated prototype.
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Fig. 2. Tensile stress vs. strain curves of wide-width specimens for fabricated prototype and 
3D-printed materials with 5% filling rate, along with a 1:9 scaled curve for the fabricated 
prototype.
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Fig. 3. Fabrication of 1:3 scaled model geocells through 3D printing.
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